
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Partners & clients

Warren cloud platform
Warren is a complete self-service cloud platform for 
regional infrastructure service providers.

Functionally rich, technologically modern and architecturally 
reliable turnkey commercialisation cloud solution packaged as a 
service and driven by your success to compete in the global 
landscape.

warren.io

Why Warren?
Because infrastructure services should be run locally with a platform that is used 
globally - this brings data sovereignty, better support and lower costs while 
delivering the user experience that expands internationally.

No setup fees
The deployment of the platform is 
carried out by the Warren team 
during the onboarding process 
without additional costs.

Low CAPEX
Your only upfront CAPEX is the 
hardware. Warren software has no 
costs before the service is launched 
and generates revenue.

Even lower OPEX
Warren’s user focused approach 
which also includes administrators 
frees up your internal team to focus 
on sales and first-level support.

Pay-as-you-grow
Warren software has no fixed 
license fee or minimum fee. It is 
truly a partnership with a usage-
based revenue share model.

Managed services and operations

Fully managed
Warren team will take responsibility 
for the entire software stack and 
monitors the system to maximize the 
quality of service.

Bimonthly updates
Warren deploys updates constantly 
with full release notes sent before 
hade so providers could leverage 
these as marketing input.

SLA & direct support
Partnership is covered by 99.95% 
uptime SLA with direct access to the 
development team to get the best  
support in a timely manner.

Joint roadmap
Warren collects feedback, feature 
requests, expansion and marketing 
schedules from partners to plan the 
roadmap together. 

Secure and compliant
The system is completely PCI-DSS and ISO 
27001 ready. End-user isolation and secure 
administration are all built into the platform.

Cloud Provider Playbook
Detailed whitepaper that outlines the process and 
practises from the start to becoming a successful cloud 
provider can be found at https://warren.io/playbook/

https://www.warren.io
https://warren.io/playbook/
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Platform scope
Warren is built on the shoulders of giants, using many open-source components 
as its foundation. The platform is following contemporary architectural 
principles and is highly reliable, scalable, easy to use and maintain. 

Hardware 
Virtualization

Software-Defined 
Networking

Distributed 
Storage

Automated 
Metered Billing

Highly scalable services for infrastructure providers

Virtualization with all prominent OS 
options (incl. Windows) 

Seamless backups and one-click live 
snapshots for data protection

Ceph based distributed storage (block 
and object storage)

Tungsten Fabric based software defined 
networking with network function 
virtualization

Zero downtime migration of virtual 
machines between physical hosts

100% of functionality is covered by 
RESTful API

Architected for high availability, 
reliability, scalability and maintainability

Full observability with prometheus 
based monitoring system

User management & billing system with 
payment integrations (Credit cards, 
digital wallets, invloicing)

Hypervisor level auto migration for 
disaster recovery

Software is completely deployed and 
managed by Warren

Fast and intuitive web based on single-
page application style user interface 
(GUI)

Multi-cluster architecture, based on GALS 
principle

All upgrades and maintenance 
deployments are carried out in the rolling 
nature

Built in theming capability of the platform 
with multi-reseller option

Find out more online:

End-user features

Service management features

Technical stack

Technical overview
All architectural decisions are made keeping in mind the scalability and hardware-agnostic approach.

All seemlessly integrated - everything that is expected from a complete 
cloud platform including billing, invoicing and marketing features.

Reliability & Scaling
Warren enables you to add or 
replace hardware in your 
infrastructure while running with 
minimal effort and no downtime.
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Localization
Every culture has its own customs 
and preferences. That manifests in 
the data sovereignty, available 
payment options to name a few.

Fast time to market
80% faster time to market with all in 
one turnkey software platform pre-
installed on a specially optimized 
hardware stack.

Ease of use
Warren is designed to make 
everyday work engaging and 
efficient for end-users and provider 
administrators alike.

Technologies used

https://warren.io/product/end-user-features/
https://warren.io/product/service-management-features/
https://warren.io/product/technical-stack/

